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HIER-GRP: A COMPUTER PROD AM FOR THE
HIERARCHICAL GROUPING OF REGRESSION EQUATIONS

I. IttffRODUCTION

H1ER-GRP, air acronym for hierarchical grouping, is a computer program which was developed for
various Air Foro research purposes at the Computational Sciences Division, Air Force Human Resources
Laboratotry, Brook AFB, Texas. Given a starting set of k regression equations, each of which contains the
same criterion and predictor variables, the basic objective of the HIER-GRP algorithm into group or to
cluster. the eouations in a stepwise or iterative manner so as to minimize' the overall loss of predictive
efficiency aVeach iteration. Initially there are k separate grOups; i.e., each of the k equations Is considered
as a group hY itself, and- measure of overall predictive efficiency is computed At the first iteration Al
possible ways of combining any two of the equations from the total k equatio- are examined, and that
combination providing the minimurnaloss of overall pred efficiency is selectedF to form a "new group."
Formation of the new group reduces the number of eq s to k-1 for the start of the second iteration.
The process continues until only one final group remains is "hierarchical" in the sense that the pattern
of the, number of groups from start to finish is k, k-1, k-2, ..., 1.

1/4

The mathematical theory upon which HIER -GRP is base is documented in an Air Force publication
entitled An Iterative .Technique for Clustering Criteria Which Retains,Optiolurn Predictive Efficiency by
Robert A. Bottenberg and Raymond E. Christal (3). Early developmental work was also accomilished'by
Joe'll. Ward, Jr., (16), and some of the original fiograrnmini was done by Daniel D. Rigney.

HIER-GRP or One of the earlier versions of the program has been used extensively by the Air Force in
the past, especially in conjunction with "policy-capturing applications." Policy-capturing is ethoclologi.
composed of multiple linear regression analysis and hierarChidal grouping procedures (1,3,4,6,7,14,16;
17, and 18). In this context, HIER-GRP was used in the development of the Weighted Airman Promotion
System (WAPS) (10) and later in the reevaluation of WAPS (12 and 13). Ilk 'program was also used in
developing officer grade requirements (9), a promotion system for airman basics (2), a screening system for
the Air Reserve Forces (8), and a senior NCO promotion system (11).

This report describes the technical details that are required for the use of the HIER-GRP program as
it is currently operational on the Univac 1108 computer system at the Computational Sciences Division.
The basic algorithm -is first discussed, and the essential steps'are outlined. Details of the computer system
requirements and descriptions of necessary. control 'cards are then presented. Next, the output of
HIER-GRP is explained. Appendices are included that contain the mathematical formulas used in the
pro m, some mathematical background helpful for understanding the algorithm, sample output, and a
corn source card listing of, the program,

s.

Partly as a result of the. research studies referenced above, requests for copies of the HIER -GRP
computer program and associated docurhentation from different Air Force agencies, other governmental
organizations, colleges, and universities have been numerous. Since 1969, approximately twenty copies of
HIER-GRP have been provided to different requesters and implemented on a variety of different computer
syitems. One purpose of this reportis to provide A document whit can be used to satisfy any future
requests for HIER-GRP. _,---

BASIC ALGonrrinvi

This section describes the basic structure of the HIER -GRP algorithm. Tl reds is refs d to
Appendix A for computational formulas mentioned in the various steps and t Appendix B fctr ore
detailed mathematical considerations.



The basic steps of the HIER-GRP algorithm can be summarized as the following five phases: (a) data

input and program termination, (b) computation of the overlap matrix, (c) atermination of the order of

clustering, (d) computation' of the statistics for the initial k criteria, and (e),Iterstion to reduce the number

of criteria. Each of these phases is described in the following steps. The step( are to be followed -in numeric

order unless indicated otherwise.

Steps 1-2. Data input and Program Termination

Read "Problem Definition. Card," This card defines k, the number of criteria or regression

equations to be grouped and the number of standardiied regression (beta) weights in each equatioR. If no,

Problem Definition Card is-read, terminate the program.

2. Read in the number of cases, the criterion means and Standard deviations, the standardized

regression weights, the validities, and the predictor means and standard deviations forsach equation. Assign

each equation the identification numbers 1 through k, respectively :accordinglo the 'order in which the

equations were read.

Step 3. Computatirm of the overlap- Matrix,

'3. Compute the-overlap matrix A, where each element a.. denotes the decrease in overall predictive

efficiency if equation i is combined with equation j; for i = 1,12, . k, j =1, 2, ..., i j. The

diagonal elements of A :are undefined and the elements above the diagonal are symmetric with those

elements below the diagonal.

Steps 4-8 Determination of the Order of clustering

4. 'Set NGRPS, the index( denoting the cur_ient number of groups,-equal to k. initially each criterion

equation) belongs to a separate cluster.

5. Considering all clusters presedt at the NGRPS stage, select two of the clusters denoted by i and j

such that

a. a.,j <a where Q and m are the identification numbers of any clustei resent of the NGRPS

stage and m, and

b. i < j. This can be accOrnplished halamining the ele
matrix and selecting the smallest clement.

6. Form a new criterion cluster from the old clusters i and j identified in Step 5. Record the

identificatons of the two clusters i and j in the storage areas 1UNGRps and JUNGRps, respectively. Assign'

the new cluster the ntification number i,

nts above the diagonal of the overlap

7, Decrement NGRPS by I. If NGRPS > 1, go to Step 8; otherwise proceed to Step 9.

8.' Update the overlap matrix as follows. For each 2, 0 i of:Step 6 Where 2 is the identification
number of a criterion cluster present at the NGRPS stage, compute the decrease in overall predictive

efficiency if ecuttion Q is combined with equation i. Since NGRPS was reduced by 1 in Step 7, the

dimension of the updated overlap matrix will be reduced by I. Return to Step 5.

Step 9. Coitirka Cation of the Statistics for the Initial k Criteria

9. Compute the squared !Milli* correlation coefficient for each of the initial k regression coations

and, also, ORUk, the overall squared multiple correlation coefficient obtained by considering a regression

model with no grouping of initial equations.



Steps 10-15.. iteration to Reduce the Number of Crite

10. Form In initial grouping of the k equations by assigning each equation to a group by'itself. This

is the "k groups" stage. Set NGRPS equal to k.

I1. Form a new 'grouping of the k equations by following the grouping order established in Steps

4-8. This is acqomplished by combining the groups identified by 1UNGRps and JUNGRps and assigning,

the new group (criterion cluster) the identification number in !LING Rps,

12. Compute the least squares 'regression equation which can be used to predict he new group and

decrement NGRPS by 1.

13. Print all staistics concerning the new grouping including:

a. the identification numbers of the two equations combined at this iteration,

b. ,An F value testing the difference between the prediction equations for the two clusters in.

- 4

-

c. An F value testing the difference between the k initial prediction equations and the alter

set of NC RI'S equations (onc for each cluster) used at the ''NGRPS groups" stage, and
. .

t- d.. the overall squared multiple Correlation coefficient obtained using, the NGRPS equations at

this age: ,
, ,.

14. Print a summary of all groups (clusters) present at the. NGRPS s age. Also, print the prediction

equation for the new group (including standiirclized and raw same weigh.'

15. If NGRPS > 1, loop back to Step I I; otherwise urn to Step I

III. t)I SCt IPTIOKS OF 111F HIER-GRP PRO G AM

Systems Requiremen

_d begin the next problem,.

The IIIIiR4.;RP program is composed of seven routinesthe main or driVer routine and six

subrdutines. The entire program, with the exception of the Uhivac Assembly Langrege subroutine START,

is written in FORTRAN IV. The assembly subroutine START is called once at the beginning of the driver

routine and is never called again. Its only function is to reset the margin .c6ntrol on the Univac 1108

printer.

The Univac. version of FORTRAN has a special statement, the Parameter statement,which is used in

the driver routine and which May- not be availableon other computers. The ParaMeter statement is used to

defitiethe-ditnensions of arrifys at compilation time. The ParaMeter statement can be ray-loved-if each array

is dimensioned to its required size.

The comp_lete 111ER-GRP program- requires approxinuitely 10,000 36 -hit words oY corc,storagc in
addition to the number of words required fart arrays. If I' is the number of predictors and is the number

of equations, then the amount of storage required fot arrays is 12E+3P+ [2. F. PI +I Eq 1 Y21 + 14. For

example, if P = 50 and I!, = 50, then 6,989 words of storage are required for arrays;

There are a total of 1,121 cards in the 1 11ER-O RP prowam: deck. Of these, only 601 are source
inguage cards awl the remainder arc cornatents cziedrfre number of cards and the intrinsic system

routines required in each of the seven routines which make up 11114,,R-GRP are listed in Table I..,



Table 1, C terlstici 0 the HIER P Routines

prootam
Name

strums
Unitises

Humber of Iowa
Linos's. cacti

Number of
common, csroi

'nutrias tinter!,
(UMW. Roloirgd

rAtIVER FORTRAN IV 100 311 NoneNo

STAV ASSEMBLY 7 0 None

OVRLP FORTRAN IV 36 36 None

GROUP FORTRAN IV 76. 48 None

STAGE, FORTRAN IV HI 42 None

PRINTG FORTRAN IV 218 SORT
'ATAN,PLEVEL FORTRAN IV 83 SQRT,

MAXI, EXP, SIN

nato Ryquirernents

AVIER-GRP usertints4 supply 'the following data for each rag cssirin equation:

The number of cases (N) which were used to compute the equation

2. -The criterion mean and standard deviation (SD)

3. The etandatdized regression Weights

4. The validity coefficients (correlations of predi
dependent variable)

5. The predictor and standard deviations.

iruleticadent variahtes with the criterion or

The computational formulas developed by Bottenberg and eltrimal and used within the program
assume that the predictor sums-of-squares and cross - products matrices are proportit nal; i.e., that the ratios
of the corresponding elements of the suns4rfliquarts and cross - products matrices for any two equations to
be clustered arc equal, to the ratio of the corresponding numbers of the cases within each equation. This
ssuinption of proportionality is discussed in detail by Bottenherg and (bridal (1/61, see pages H through
0 and also addressed in Appendix B (see equation 9h) of this report, in practice this assumption is met by

selecting items"( I) and (5) of the previous partigraph to he identical for each equation.

Run-Stream organization

The following cord sentience is required to use the 1111M-GRII prfigrant as it is operational on a
Univac 1108 computer:

Order Card Type

1. OiRldN

2. ,(IINOT
3. Problem Definition Card
4. header Card(s)
5. Format Card lin Equation Ns
6. Data Card(s) --- Equation Ns
7_ Format' Card for Criterion Means and S1)41
8. Data Cards) -- Criterion Means and SDs
9 Format Card for Beta Weights

Data Card(s) Weights

11. Format Card for Va titles t,

4



12. Dill Card(s) Validities
13. ?omit Card for Predictor Means and SI
14. Data Card(s) Predictor Means and Wu

13. The sequence of eards 3. -14 is required for each tun.
Ai quay problems as (hired may be run by 11ackinione

problern after another.
16. lillinkCard to Term Insole Hun

17. rh$1N

The Univac 1108 System Cards (1, 2, and 17) are dercriirec1 in tare Univac Exec M Reference Mar;ual

(15).43escriptioni of cads 3 16 are presented in the next section. See Appendix C for temple run-Interim

and sample control cards.

Control Cards

Problem Definition Card

Card FORTRAN
Columns Format ikscription

173 13 NEUS, the number of criteria (aystekus. reweolon
equations) in this problem. NEOS must he
less Om or equal to 50.

4 b 1_3 NPR FPS, the number of beta weights standard' led
regression weights) in each equation.
NPR EPS omit be less than or equal hi 100.

1 the grouping (clustering) option desired.
Normally a "6" is specified which causes
the pooping to he done based on the
iterit ive technique developed by E14itteoherg
and (11111121 (3). Other options are
included in the program and comments cards,
but are for 'wore developmental purposes only

11 the ntlinhel of header (label, title) card,
that follow this control card, Header cards
can he omitted (N111)RS - 0) or up to cards

may he specified.

11 the data mid option. IR F,A1) - -0 means tercel the
beta. weights Anil validtiirs NPRIA IS items at
a rime. IRF Al) 1 means read them NFOS*NPRIAtS
items at a time IRE Al) alhiws firxlhrlilY iii
010 /omit of ingot data 114m/ever, I VI. 41) is

normally set equal to /cm.

'1 liesi! can) coiumns are ?rot mart10 Mt)

Header Cards

heuler card will hi Itrnittstl (nib,/ once at the heginning
header cards must h rtient

trying port. Exactly MIMS



Cards

J. FFrrrrtrl rani for Equation Nt. This cord sti
number or oasesused irr the amputstIon of each equatiotl
pertnttted.

i ha
.

2. Vigra cows) Equalion Ni These cards
ntinther of cants required depends on the format spec

3. Formal Ord for Criterion Means and ,SIn. ihic card provid
which the criterinn wenn and standard deviation for eat 11.critintioll ate
c permitted

AN vagicthte F irrfiit by which the
)nly the F and editing codes are

(1 accorilhig it proviour 1 The

he VOW( RAN variable format by
he read. Only tIr F and X editing

4, Para (irdit) Afra and !'still are read tiling to the prrvir,r"c brrnttrt

I The nittither of raids rerlrrirrd depend( (in the hornat cpeclficatinnc

t'orritat Card fur tiro 14'clgint Uric r:ard cnppiirc the PK I RANry riahir. turniat by which the

beta 'weights (NPI(11X weighl% per eitital. hr read (huh, the I and X editing %ode% are pier-milted

6 Mita Card(t I Urfa Wrezhiv Ihrie Lards arc read according to the. pie,/ riit fnrtttat.crird. Fiiac tly
NI ()% sets rif auk are required if IRI- Al) (1 I hr deer set ()Wain% the 11MR-weight% lire equation 1. the

venni! wet 4. tintairh'the heta weight% fnr e(InHiinti .1, And ci inn lire ritinitiri of lank within each %et
depend*. in the formal we'll (anima

form& (44.14,r rafillitirt Thic i AM ilmvidrc till. 1 t1HiICAN vajiahir It inn al. ItY wh iii the
vahi[ity i.ciefllr.ients for each eilitaiton air trail Only the I And X eilliillg are perntillyd

Paid (aril(i) Valiillin't they- anks are read according hi the previrius.Innnat card. kxactly 4
NVI)S set* riI. earth are required it IR Inst seCcontains die .validities for ertlialion I; the
ge(f)iiri riI curtains lire validities It ertriatinn !, abet -.st) Inn lire miming ()I cards within each ket depronil
on the (utmost speL tlicahons

fur' mai ( tin! lor rrudiet,,r Slryirli arid IIII; alipplieg ihr 1.014 I K AN variable format by
which the tiredichir means and standard devcaliiiiis tot rarer equation are to be. read Only the I and X

editing ciidre arc peritillted

Yvan. irovis 4nd S1)5 these cards are !cad au the previntis formatIII Para

card. Flic ninnhcr ol cartlxJcipincil d± pt terry 10.1110 %pecitt4-allult5

()input

lire vrinicd HI 1111 live ti:ir'rc the and versinn dale. the-

«mind c,tri1 parameters. the rinridern header the trintrat and input data cards. and !Ile (-rite:inn
reorlts I .1,11 dec., titled in the hitiiiwing paialoarlix Itrter to Appendix C licr

1;ritr4rir nntinit

and Vcrion Date

lire pinratil f.trirrirritr I"

privgratti vermin (hie Hie it the beginning
their tine privarli w.ic

Ceontn)1Card Para! t

The p3ranict drx sp citied int i.. aril ate printed neuter tir lin iN I !(11I

AI(I) l'AICAMETI RS :I:I.11% iododr,. the hurnbc, iit the of het,'

iii 03(ii c rin.tt rrti, the i!!"11CHilg 4)111+,11 rte \ hAdet r slits Irrr uric piiihicin

ci.on the Al Mr I Mil the
rat 11 1,11)1,1611 l ire oprgrani veronn date- is the last

1



rnablermileader Label

The problem header el, 11 header cards were
under the heading PRORLE DEADER LABEL.

IF me and Input Data Cards

cified on the Problem Definition Card, is printed

All format cards arid ,all Irtp"irt data aF printed under the heading FORMAT CARDS AND INPUT
DATA. l'irst, the format statements used to read the number of cases and the criterion means and standard
deviations for each equation are printed. A table listing the equation numbers, the number of cases, the
criterion means, am) the criterion standard deviations is printed next. Third, the format statement used to
read the beta weights and a table listing the equation number and the beta.weights (IS per line) for each
equation are printed. Fourth, the format statement used to read the valtdity coefficients, and a table Inning

equation number and the validitih ( IS per line) for each equation .are printed. Eirially, the format
statement used to read the predictor means and standard deviations and a table listing the predictor variable
number and.predictor means and standard deviations (one each per line) are printed.

Criterion Grouping Results
.

The results of the clustering process ire printed `under the Neading IIIVIARCIIICAL GROUPING
REM/CIS. The output in this division can he separated into three parts the gLoupWg option description,
t is 111-afiliare (1ASO) summary for the NFOS initial criteria, and the results of eaoh iteration. F.ach of these

Is described as follows.

1: Grouping Option llevription 'I'iif pooping option and a verbal description of the grouping
0 specified orr (he Problem Definition Card are pinned.

2. . /1SQ Suniniary,IOr the NEQ.S" Initial Criteria. The number, NEQS f initial criteria; the overall
ORIJNI,os achieved by using the inta weights speCified on the input data cards; and a table listing

he equation windier and the UK) for each equation are printed.

-liesulti of tail, Iteration. statistics and tableS printed at eaeach iteration; i.e. , the infomiation
printed below each row of asterisks is listed as the following in Table 2.

i1



Table 2. Output for Each Iteration

Compute/ Output
Whal Meanin

Stage -=

OVERALURSQ = ORU2

SYSTEMS GROUPING THIS STAGE Table

SYS ILYENT

NO. MEMBERS

NO.,CASES

RSQ

DECISION VALUE

E.TESTFOR THE EQUALITY OF
REGRESSION,PARAMETERS FOR
SYS'S COMBINED AT THIS
.STAGE Table

CHANGE FROM 2+1 SYSTEMS

RSQ = ORUQ+1 OREI2

DF = NPREDS+1

RESIDUAL

RSQ = 1 ORU
+1

DF = 1 )(NPREDS+1)

2 is the number orcriterion clusters present at the end.of
this iteration.

This is the RSQ obtained by using Q equations (one for
each criterion cluster present at this stage) to predict the
NEQS initial criteria.

The identification (ID) numbers of the two criterion
clusters combined at this iteration.

The number of members in each criterion cluster. The
ID numbers of the members of each cluster can be
obtained by referring to the summary roster for stage
4+1.

The number of cases used in the computation of the
prediction equation for each criterion cluster. This
number is the sum of the number of cases used in the
prediction equation for each member of the cluster.

The squared multiple correlation coefficient which is
obtained by predictin0each criterion within a cluster
from the same compromise regression equation.

The loss associated with replacement. of the two clusters
combined at this stage.

This table outlines a test of the hypothesis that the
prediction equations fpr the two criterion clusters
combined at this stage are ide calf . Equivalently, it is a
test of the loss. in predicti efficiency when each
criterion within the two clustels condimed at this stage
are predicted from the same compromise equation.

The decrease in OVERALL RSQ from stage 2+1.

The decrease in the number, of parameters estimated
from stag0+1.

The proportion of the criterion variance attributable to
error at stage 2+1.

The total number of cases less the number parameters
estimated at stage 2+1. Equivalently, DF is the number
of degrees of freedom associated with the err portion
of the criterion variance at stage 2+1.

FSTAT = RORLIQ+1 ORLy/(NPREDS+ 1 )1

R ORCI2+k)/(N--(2+1)(NPREDS+1M,

The F statistic testing the hypothesis described in the
priceding paragraph (FOR SYS'S COM131NED AT THIS
STAGE)

12



Table 2_ (Continued

Computer Qutnut
Lam Meaning

SCG LVL

F,TEST FOR THE EQUALITY OF
REGRESSION PARAMETERS FOR
SYS'S COMBINED UP TO THIS
STAGE Table

CHANGE FROM NEQS SYSTEMS

RSQ ORLINEQs ORIA

OF = (NEQS-4)(NPREDS+11

RESIDUAL

RSQ --ORLINms

DE = N---(NEQS)(NPRLDS-1- )

FSTAT [(ORLIN Eos -- 0 RUy )/(N E S

/ EORUNws)/(N --(NI QS)(

LVL

SYSTEMS SUMMARY ROSTER Table

The prObability that a value of the E statistic greater
than FSTAT would occur .1,3y chance, A value of SIG
EVE equal to a means that if the hypothesfs'being tested
is true, then a value of the F statistic greater than

FSTAT would have occurred IOW percent of the time
by chance. Therefore, small values of cr tend to reject the
hypothesis. being tested.

This table outlines a test of the hypothesis that the
prediction equations for all members of criterion clisterr/
number 1 are identical, the prediction equations-for A
members of criterion cluster 2 are identical, and so on
for the ti criterion clusters present atathe end- of this
iteration. 'Equivalently, this tests the loss in predictive
efficiency when Q equations (one for each criterion
cluster) are used to predict the NEQS initial criteria
instead of the original NEQS equations.

The decrease in OVERALL RSQ from stage N EQS.

The decrease itt the number of parameters estimated
from stage NEQS.

The proportion of the criterion variance attributable to
error at stage NEQS.

The total number of cases less the number of parameters
estimated at stage NEQS. Equivalently, [)F is the

number of degrees of freedom associated with the error
portion of the criterion variance at stage NEQS.

--4)(NPREDS+1)t
NPREDS+1)11

The F statistic testing the hypothesis described in the
preceding paragraiTh (FOR SYS'S COMBINED UP TO
THIS STAGE)

The probability that value of the F, statistic greater
than FSTAT would occur by chance. A value of SIG
'XL eqinil to a means that if the hypothesis being tested

true, then a value of the F statistic greater than

'STAT would have occurred 100a percent Of the time
by chance. Therefore, small values of a tend to reject the
hypothesis being tested.

The summary roster is a listing of all the .criterion
clusters present at the .end of the current iteration. The
members and the RSQ for each cluster are also printed.
In addition, the prediction equation -find the system
mean and standard deviation for the new criterion
cluster formed at the 'present iteration are printed. The
compromise equation for each criterion cluster present
at a given' iteration can be obtained by referring to the

summary roster for the stage at which the cluster was
formed.

13



Table 2. (Co ed)

Computer output
La bill Meaning

STAGE IDENT

SYS LOSS

NO. MEMBERS

RSQ

NO. CASES

SYSIDENT

IDENTIFICATION OF
OTHER MEMBERS

NEW SYS CRITERION MEAN

NEW SYS CRITERION SD

BETA WEIGHTS FOR PIE
NEW SYSTEM S

RAW SCORE WEIGHTS FOR THE
NEW SYSTEM S

REGRESSION CONSTANT

Y SINGLE MEMBER SYSTEMS

The stage at which each criterion cluster was formed.

The contribution of each criterion cluster to the
decrease in OVERALL RSQ from stage NEQS.
Equivalently, this is the amount by which the

. OVERALL RSQ would increase if each of the criteria
within this cluster were predicted from their individual
regression eqUations rather than from the compromise
equation for 4he cluster.

The number of criteria within each criterion cluster. The
ID numbers' of the members of each cluster are listed
under the adings SYS IDENT and IDENTIFICATION
OF OTHE MEMBERS in this table:

,

The' squared multiple correlation coefficient which is
obtained by predicting each criterion within a cluster
from the same compromise regression equation.

The number of cases used in the computation of the
comproniise equation for a criterion cluster. This
number is the sum of the number Of cases used to
compute the . regression ,equation for each _criterion
within the cluster.

The ID number of di' criterion cluster. This is also the
smallest ID number of the criteria within this cluster.

The ID numbers of the remaining criteria within a
cluster.

The criterion mean for the cluster formed at this
iteration.

The criterion standard deviation for the cluster' formed.
at this iteration.

The values ('10 kr line) of the least squares standardized
regression coefficients for the regression equation which
is the best single predictor for all the criteria in the new
cluster where S is the ID number of the new cluster.
Equivalently, these are the beta weights which would be
obtained by pooling the observations for all the criteria
in the new cluster and computing the regression of the
pooled criteria on the NPREDS predictor variables.

The values (5 per line) the raw score weights for the
regression equation whit is the best single predictor for
all the criteria in the new cluster S.

The regression constant for the regression equation
which is the best single predictor of all the criteria in the
new cluster.

A list of the identification numbers of the "Y" single
criteria which have not been combined with any system
up to this stage.

14 I U
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION D COMPUTATIONAL FO

spose of the associated matrix.

al number of criteria.-

The number of variables.

The number of cases used in the computation of the regression equation for criterion i.

The mean for criterion i. --

The variance for criterion i.

The constant term in the regression equation for criterion i.

The pxl vector of regression weights for criterion i.

The pxl vector of standard regression weights for criterion i.

The pxi vector Of validities (intercorrelations between the criterion and the p dependent variab es
for criterion i.

The total number of cases N = nl +n2+ +nk

The pooled criterion mean Nrno = n, m, +n2 M2 +

The pooled criterion variance
2 2

No02 ni 0 1 1 ' m 1 ) + . +11k cric

The number of criteria in cluster I.

The set of criteria in cluster I. I
of clusters J and L, J U L.

2

i2., ,

k

In the succeeding definitions, et I be the Union

The number of cases used in the compu a Imhof the composite equation _fot'cluster L

NI =
,

NT+NL

The criterion mean for cluster I.

NIM/ --. I nimi = NJMJ+NLML
ie I

The criterion valiance for cluster 1.

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
N oi Z lii(ai +m. ) N

I I
M = M )

-.I
+NL

+

iel

The'constarit term In the regression collation for cluster L

NIaI nicfi = Njal+N
iel

The 'IA vector of regression weights for cluster I

IbI =
A

= Nib j NLbL

17



The pxl vector of stan rd regression we

Njujpi

ci, The pxl vector of validities

Nom
d

nioici = Njoj NLuLcL
i

2

cluster 1.

e squared multiple correlation coefficient for the regression, on criterion i.
0

The squared multiple correlation coefficient for the r9gression on cluster I.

RI '171 2 2

[ Latli-NiNnaLojc0Lcj)]2 ni

N uI I

Gs! The set of s criterion clusters present at he s cluster stage.

Gs =41, ,12,

.

5R2 The squared multiple cOrrelation Coefficient fo

Na02 5R? = NI (ol R21 +ivli)

Ieds

Let Gs J, L, ...,

Gs

and

J U L, 1(3, Ks I then

R2 -=-N.,NL
[4ftj

No2(Nj+NL)

e criterion grouping,

2LRL

18

he s cluster stage.
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APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAI BACKGROUND

Matheinatical Model for the Chtstertng Algorithm

Suppose that a set of p independent variables, v' ='(vi \. p).
Yalues of each of k criteria, Yi, Yk. that is,

(1) E(Y.1v) = v b. + a. for i=1, k

where b is a rod vector of unknown population parameters and ai is an unknown population constant. Let
y,i be an nixl vector of independent observations on criterion Yi, let Xi be an nixp matrix of observati s on
the set of p independent variables vs where the jth element of yi corresponds to the jth row of Xi, and
let ui be an nixr vector in which each element is 1. Then from (1),

(la) E(yil-Xi) = Xibi uiai for i=1, k.

Let N = n1+ +nk; let riyi . the lxN vector obtained by pooling e criterion observations;

re linearly related to the expected

let

u, XI . 0 0

k _1
[

'' 0

0 U7 X2 0 0

0

the Nxk(p+l) block diagonal matrix obtained by placing the nix(p+1) matrix of observationsruiXiIrn the
ith block diagonal pOsition, and let 13'=Eatb; akhd; the k(p+1) vector of unknown pararnaers:Under.
the assumption that the criterion observations are independent 'and have common variance, the
mathematical model for the clustering algorithm is

(lb) MIX) = Xb with D(YIX) a 021
where D(YIX) is the dispersicin matrix of the criterion observations, a2 is the common variance, and I is the
NxN identity matrix.

Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimation and Hypothesis Testing

The k(p+1)x.1 vector b of unknown parameters in (lb) correspond to the k equations in (la). The
minimum variance unbiased estimates (mine), ai and Si, of ai and bi are obtained from (lb) by the method
of least squares; where

bi = [X
(2)

xi] 1 [xi u.y,
1 _

1]

1 A

14iXib

for i=1,

These a're the estimates that would be obtained by the method of least squares from the k separate models

(3) E(yj 1Xi) with D(yi 1 = ct
21 for i=1, ...,k

where the error variance, 02, is the same for each mc)deL It might be that some or all of the equations in (1)
are identical. The technique of homogeneity of regression can be used to-test the equality of vectors of
regression parameters across several criteria. Chipman and Rao (1964) and Theil (1970) have developerU

methods for obtaining mvue under general linear restrictions and for testing general linear hypotheses. Rao
(1965, pp 189190) shows that in the case

(4) E(Y IX) = Xb with D(Y IX) = u21,
A

where X is nxs of rank s and b is sxl, the mvue, b4, for b under the linear riction

(4a) %kb = 0 is

(4b) bq, = El(10(X8)-1B`XY

19



where is rxs of rank r, B is sx(s-r) of rank (s-r)?and 11/B 0. Rao obtains this result by introducing the
general solutiog, BB, where 0 is an (s-r)xl vector,of new parameters, of (4a) into (4) to obtain the mode

(5) E(Y IX) = X130 with, D(YIXY= o21

and no restrictions on 0:The nkvue, BO, of BO is BO (see Rio, 1965, pp. 181-182 ), where 0 is the nwue of
0-in (5). If, in addition to (4), Y has a multivariate normal distribution, then Chian and Rao develop an
expression for an unbiased critical region of size 0 for the following hypothesis:

(6) b = 0 given that glob = 0 4.

where 11,ris ri xs of rank r1 , To is roxs of rank ro, and 11,' =Elf is sx (r
expression for the unbiased critical region of size 0 is

(7) IFI F
EXSS ns-fro
ESSH r,

where Fo (r, ,ns-fro) is the upper 100 (131) % point of the central F distribution with r1 and ns-fro
degrees of freedom, and

ESSH )r(YXb4,0

EXSS = (YXbw)(YXb,k) ES

is the rime of b under the restriction xPob = 0,
o
is the moue of b under the restriction = 0,

is the squared multiple correlation under the r sjriction

iota = 0, and

ife squared multiple correlation under the restriction
$

b =0.

The Chipman and Rao computational fc/rm for F is different rom the form in (7), but the two are
equivalent. (See Rao, 1965, pp. 199-200).

MVUE for a Criterion Cluster

The restriction al rz = = oft and bi =112 9-- bt can be expressed in the form Tb = 0 as

(S) ( P+ 1 )

1 I 0 ....
1 0

0

0

1 0 . . 0 1 0

bi

afk

bk

0

t(p+1) (p+1)

where I is the (p+1)x(p+ ) identity matrix. To express model (1b) in a form similar to equation under
the above restriction (8), the k(p+1)x(kti-1 Xp+1) matrix B, where

20



t(p+1) (kt)(p +l)

[1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0

0 . . 0 1
0

0

1_

and the (kst-1-1)(p+1) vector of ew parameters 0, where

b%1' at+1 bt+1 ak bk
is introduced into (lb) to yield the model

E(YIX

n, X,

ut

0

0

with D(YI() = a2 L

ak
ukXk bk

A

The effect of B is to pool the observations for criteria 1, t. The nwue h, and b4 for the criterion
cluster (1, 2, . t) formed froni criteria 1, : t can he calculated m either of two ways: pool the
obSeivalions as in (9) and compute ag, and 4, from the normal equations

or if the predictor sums-of-squares and cross- product natrices arc proportional, i.e.,

(90 1
1

n X, u, X, X, 11 X2 112 X2 XtUt X

ni 1--4-1 11, 11, X2

X2

then iN, and 4, can be calculated from n, :13 , and fit given in
matrices on the left hand side in (9a). Using (9b) this sum of matrices is

(9c)

where N t n

[nt 'It

Xtut Xi

nt. Using (91he solution of (9a) is

21

N t
ni

nt utXA

nt

without forming the sum of

[

utyt

Yt

for i= I,



i=1

Thus, the revue for a criterion cluster are

(1 0)
A

b V

ri'iyi

XitY1

bt]

When (9b) holds, the formula for the standardized regression weights for a en crion cluster is easy to

obtain. Let i , -
be the standardized weights corresponding to the raw weights b41, b1, .. ., fit; let

Qi be the pxp diagonal matrix with its elements equal to the standard deviations calculated from the

observation matrix Xi for the p independent variables; let he he the pxp diagonal matrix with its elements
equal_ to the standard deviations calculated from the pooled observation matrix [XI X2 . .. Xi]. for the p

indepe)wlent variables; and let 4, fil,,,_.., at, be the saniple variances for the vectors of criterion
observations [yi vi . ya 1, y, ...,,yt, respectively. By definition tie standardized weights are

(),;,
04, a,

from (9b), Q4, s 01
criterion cluster is

(1 0a) 34, Nog, (II, ,

A

Ehemfiire using (10), the formula for the standardized weigh

Multiple Correlation Coefficient for a Criterion Cluster

Let R4 K1 Kt he the squared multiple correlation coefficients for the criterion cluster funned
from criteria t and for the t criteria Y l , yt, respectively; let ci be the pxl vector of
intercorrelations calculated from the obsdrvations Xi and yi between the p independent variables and the
ith criterion; and let c4, he the px1 vector of intercorrelations calculited from the pooled observations
[X, X2 . . . Xt and lyiy r hetWeen the p independent variables and the criterion cluster (I, 2,
t). By definition,

I
Y X r

n-
-o- y- tor k arid

1

Now() (X Yt)- hTi [Xi"' + Nut' 111;y, f.

From (9c IX, . + Xtut I = I X- ti. for i-z I . t. Therefore,ni

But Q,

= 1110 Q

-Qt

+."0-it(-)tct

the validity coefficients for a criterion cluster are

22
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(10b) eq, e +

The squared multiple correlation e Tieient for the cluster

(1, 2, , t) is

0004
1

Nt.
Olt Of 11021

Hypothesis Testing

÷ n117

The critical rcginn Liven in (7) for the hypothesis (o) requires the calculation of the error sum of

squares or the squared multiple correlation coefficient for model ( lb) when restrictions ed on the

unknown parameters. The error sung of squares. I:SS, for model ( lb) when theme are no restrictionstm the

unknown parameters is equal to the sum of the error stun of squares, ESSi, tot the k model. (see'(3)),I.e.

ESS ESSI ESS1 ESSk,

Let tort and Go be the criterion mean and variance Calculated front the pooled criterirrr, t I) vector

Y, and let. rnr, .. mk he the criterion means fur y, , yk, respectively, Then

IS-Si = nit , (I tor

Nino = non, n2111:

2 a

Nun) = n, (02+ ) + f ilk Nill

The dote the squared multiple correlation. It; for lb) is

Na) FS'';

Nro

[ 6 Rii, in
i' 1

f
1

[ 2
ill 01 fill

+ nk(ok isk -fink )

error sumo of squares, f_SSI I, for (

I I F.SS* t FtiSti EStik

,lherefore the squared multiple cur Mahon, H.:)

ESSII

valetc l SSq, Nto,p(

2

Na

2
filk(ok (Ink) Nrrrn

)thesis ( he t at the 0 sigmitiicamico level

N k(p I R
2

Ito

( (t I )(pri )

and rejecting ( if I' exceeds the 100( point of th1e 4enti.rl distribution with (t I Xp I) ,old

k(p+I) degrees of freedom.

ArDhention to tr Four Criteria Model; A Worked Lzample

Given tour eru ria Yr YI v1. art

irratrices,X1, X2. ..7S, and X4 %Vile! X

1 where yi is an rrixl vector of obseilAfions, and the plrediCtor
ts an nisi) 'milli,: 91 observations on p independent variables, the

2:1
r.)



gre
mac

pwk§9 (x)wer is attained wkn each criterion variable ig reel ed Irian it!' top
ndent varighles. The initial stage, ae Stage 4. employs the following.. model

The Cri and

4R\ for model (

1'11.1 ,

h
(1

0 ii1 X, ft), xl Y2
112 12 1

0 0- u , 111-, +t-t, X,
b

0 0 0 u. 124 1.14 4h4 4 y4

t lor are obtained froi:
1)hkunet1 from ( I I )

For Stag, ± aym¥ Oh) 1:ol6 for

4 7s 1

and the s

4)11 the

and tin& _he linear hypothesis %s land
zh2, the invue T), lot the cnter .-111;zter (1.2) formed Iron -teria 1 and 2 are (see ( 1(

[(:)hl

In till ti
1

+11
2

I
2

The standard weights. OW V.111 1 I( R, 101 the 11, 1.2) dr 10a land ( 1011 I)

2

n (r1 int 11,

modol Irs.,1 am the -c estimat

XI

N2

0 11, X,

Fri

ilz anti

2
(111 111 + n )

multiPle col it: an coet , ( I

f in- 1 + ii,(rI I 11,, 2 R2 I 1112 ) 1\1111
I 2 . ,I, -1

) t 11 III 114 f 111 N11130
.1 4

(Him, Ii121112), N ii, 1 1 t 11 , 11,,

( Ili 1 11 1

111 111:1 -A. g m!1 11 112 11,1
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( 1 la ) can nary ethe used to h significance level ell hypothesis 1 1 1 al 2 and ter =b2 by computing.

(N ---4(p+1)F
(It+1)

2
4

R(
____,/

( I 4
R )

and rejecting III if I exceeds Fa(p 1 N-- 4(p +1)).

For Stage 2, accepting In as true, the additional rZstri
revue, u r n and b 3 4 for the criterion cluster (3,4) formed from

Ili +64
L14- 31)

n4

113 +n4 b4

'A' 3. and b3 b4 are imposed and
el-ia 3 d 4 arc

111e)standard weights, (33,,, and the validities, c34 . r the cluster (3,4) arc

(113 +114)(114

(n, f-n4 )0,4

111t

+ 114

01,0 3 where

2 2 (113 En 3 +114 )
+111 11 )

3
;

-1 4 4-r14

The Model used to.ohtain these esti

Y2

(14) I'
5'

y4

til Xi
112 X

Vie squared multiple ctirrel: ion cnettici

[ 1 2 4 3
R-

2
1113

4

2
N111011112 + 01 1 +114(Ill'IMIX01

[ (11+11,$ YU 14+111 N1110
]

3 2 2
(11 11

where R, f 1t4 )111, 1 n, in, in, rquatiot ( I 1 a) n now be used to test the a
I 3 4

SIF31t111: :MCC level the hypothesis

+b12

b34

1
IZ ,for 14) is (from ( k-=2)

with D

Y

Y2

Y3

Y4

a21.

I Is t rue ley celnlputing

le re

) ( R2 )

and rejecting 1 12,11 I' exceeds I; (Irt.1 N )).

Flu:14n ( I la) can also he used to test the hypotpesis

113: ott -ex1 1 4 Ind b, =b,1 by computing



-
N-4(p+1) R 2
2(p+1Y

, I

(IAR
(

and rejecting 113 if F exceeds Fa(2(p+ 1), N-44fr )).

For Stage 1, accepting 112 as true, the addle ional restrict inns 112 qt5 an' Di 2 =b34 arc lin PQM
the MAK a1 4 and 131 3 forfor thcriterion cluster ( 1,2,3,4) forrned Coro all fou Tut teria arc

13i 1(34 011722) a

nt ,
,b3234 N b 1

The starylarti'weights, 0 2 3 4 and the valid Ries, c

1

=4
12 34 N0212

/ ,

iicy
i 1 3 4

34
(n3+

(Hi *--jh )0,71312 4-13 in4

) ©1 4

-1114

fo the dust

4 and

_ C34

:2 2

/11113 412 34

Nin3.134 n r Ell +112 nil +Ft irai +114 1114

The riodel used to obtain the estimates for

{u, X,

(45) E
U2 Xi

U3 X3

U4 X4

ar 734

[bi
124

The squared multiple correlation a refficlen

C '34 1134

cannow be used tc test signifiernee level the by Fettle i
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